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Sammy Keyes and the 
Sisters of Mercy Wendelin Draanen 9780439531030

2000, Scholastic Inc, Paperback, ISBN: 9780439531030, Book 
Condition: UsedVeryGood, , 131300 13A3 Scholastic Inc

Romana and Her Father Beverly Cleary
Hoot Carl Hiaasen

Love That Dog Sharon Creech 9780439442428
This is the story of Jack, who finds his voice through paper, pencil, 
teacher, and dog. Cover art by William Steig.

Scholastic Book 
Company

May Bird Among the 
Stars: Book Two Jodi Anderson 9780689869242

May Bird has always been a bit. . . different. While most of her 
classmates were riding their bikes, she was running around the West 
Virginia woods, dressed as a warrior princess with her hairless cat at 
her side. And while most of her classmates were spending their summer 
vacations going to birthday parties, May was discovering a mysterious 
lake hidden among the trees -- and stumbling into the land of ghosts, 
the Ever After.   A fearful and fantastic realm located among the stars, 
the Ever After is full of phantoms and poltergeists, ghouls and goblins, 
and all manner of things that go bump in the night. And if May is to find 
her way out again, she must reach the mysterious Lady of North Farm, 
who lives in a cold, forbidding land that even the spooks find spooky.   
With her courageous (yet melancholy) kitty and a ragtag group of 
spectral friends she's picked up along the way, May is determined to 
escape the Afterlife. But her travels will bring her face-to-face with her 
worst fears: a devious pursuer; a truly horrifying dance party under the 
sea, hosted by the Bogey (aka Boogie) Man; and the Ever After's 
terrible ruler, Evil Bo Cleevil. And when all of these things collide, there's 
no telling who will find courage to make it through. . . or who will be left 
behind. Aladdin 2006-10-01

Killer (Pretty Little Liars, 
Book 6) Sara Shepard 9780061566134

In picture-perfect Rosewood, Pennsylvania, ash-blond highlights gleam 
in the winter sun and frozen lakes sparkle like Swarovski crystals. But 
pictures often lie&mdash;and so do Rosewood&#039;s four prettiest 
girls.Hanna, Aria, Spencer, and Emily have been lying ever since they 
became friends with beautiful Alison DiLaurentis. Ali made them do 
terrible things&mdash;things they had to keep secret for years. And 
even though Ali was killed at the end of seventh grade, their bad-girl 
ways didn&#039;t die with her. Hanna&#039;s on a mission to corrupt 
Rosewood&#039;s youth, starting with a very attractive sophomore. 
Aria&#039;s snooping into her boyfriend&#039;s past. Spencer&#039;s 
stealing&mdash;from her family. And pure little Emily&#039;s abstaining 
from abstinence.The girls should be careful, though. They thought they 
were safe when Ali&#039;s killer was arrested and A&#039;s true 
identity was finally revealed. But now there&#039;s a new A in town 
turning up the heat. And this time Rosewood is going to burn. HarperTeen 2010-01-19

The Frog Princess E. Baker 9780439591010

I knelt on the ground at the edge of the pond. With a mighty leap, the 
frog landed on the ground beside me and puckered his lips. &quot;Wait 
a minute!&quot; I said, drawing back. The frog look distressed. &quot;
You haven&#039;t changed your mind, have you?&quot; &quot;No, no, 
it&#039;s just that, well, here.&quot; Fumbling in the small pouch 
attached to the waist of my gown, I found an embroidered handkerchief. 
I reached out and gently patted the frog&#039;s mouth clean. &quot;
You had dried fly feet stuck to your lips,&quot; I said, shuddering. &quot;
All right, let&#039;s try again.&quot; This time the kiss went without a 
hitch. Scholastic Inc.

The Reptile Room : 
Lemony Snicket Lemony Helquist 9780439227452

The second book in the series of unfortunate events that befalls the 
Baudelaire children. Scholastic Inc 1999-01-01

Strider Beverly Cleary

Massie (The Clique 
Summer Collection #1) Lisi Harrison 9780316027519

Massie gets BE-yoo-tiful: After Massie Block gets kicked off her high 
horse and out of her ultra exclusive Westchester riding camp, her 
parents force her to do the unthinkable-find a summer job. Not one for 
dog-walking or brat-sitting, Massie comes up with the ah-bvious 
solution: She&#039;ll be a sales rep for the cosmetics brand Be Pretty. 
Massie fully hearts her new role as fairy gawdmother of makeup-until 
she discovers transforming LBRs into glam-girls takes more than a 
swish of her royal purple mascara wand. Poppy 2008-04-01

Lily B. On the Brink of 
Cool Elizabeth Kimmel 9780439900270

Lily B&#039;s top reasons for reading this book: Goes with every outfit, 
owning one makers you a trendsetter, Justin Beiber lovers women who 
read, is valuable if attacked by pigeons, and lets you brag thatbyou read 
about me before I was rich and famous! Scholastic

Nurse Matilda Christianna Brand

Daphne's Book Mary Hahn 9780547016412

Daphne is the last person Jessica wants to work with on the Write-a-
Book project, but her feelings change when she gets to know Daphne 
and stumbles on her terrible secret.

HMH Books for 
Young Readers 2008-03-18

Eleanor: Crown Jewel of 
Aquitaine, France, 1136 
(The Royal Diaries) Kristiana Gregory 9780439164849

Author of the best-selling Royal Diaries title, CLEOPATRA VII,  Kristiana 
Gregory now takes readers to twelfth-century France and introduces 
Eleanor of Aquitaine, who becomes queen at age 15.Fourteen-year-old 
Eleanor of Aquitaine lives in a castle in Poitier, France, with her father 
Count William of Aquitaine (son of William the Conqueror), and her 12-
year-old sister Petronilla. Their mother died several years earlier, so 
their grandmother and ladies-in-waiting raise the girls. Eleanor is 
extremely intelligent and literate, having been carefully educated by 
royal tutors. Spinning bores her, as does weaving, sewing, and other 
housewifery skills expected of her. She would rather be a knight and 
ride off to war. In fact, in 1136, when her father is invited to help invade 
Normandy, Scholastic Inc. 2002-11-01

The Miserable Mill (A 
Series of Unfortunate 
Events, Book 4) Lemony Snicket 9780439366793

I hope, for your sake, that you have not chosen to read this book 
because you are in the mood for a pleasant experience. If this is the 
case, I advise you to put this book down instantaneously, because of all 
the books describing the unhappy lives of the Baudelaire orphans, The 
Miserable Mill might be the unhappiest yet. Violet, Klaus, and Sunny 
Baudelaire are sent to Paltryville to work in a lumber mill, and they find 
disaster and misfortune lurking behind every log. The pages of this 
book, I&prime;m sorry to inform you, contain such unpleasantries as a 
giant pincher machine, a bad casserole, a man with a cloud of smoke 
where his head should be, a hypnotist, a terrible accident resulting in 
injury, and coupons. I have promised to write down the entire history of 
these three poor children, but you haven&prime;t, so if you prefer 
stories that are more heartwarming, please feel free to make another 
selection. With all due respect, Lemony Snicket Ages 10+ Scholastic 2001-01-01
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The Mystery on Alaska's 
Iditarod Trail (Real Kids, 
Real Places) Carole Marsh 9780635016683

When you purchase the Library Bound mystery you will receive FREE 
online eBook access! Carole Marsh Mystery Online eBooks are an 
easy, effective, and immediate way to read your favorite Carole Marsh 
Mystery on the go! Each web-hosted Online eBook is filled with the 
same exact pages as the book, plus additional features like pages that 
flip with a fun sound as you read, a full chapter directory, full-screen and 
thumbnail viewing capabilities, and more!  Online eBooks allow readers 
to access their book anytime, from anywhere by using a computer, 
tablet, or other device with Internet access.  They require NO additional 
access or hosting fees When you purchase a library bound Carole 
Marsh Mystery book, you get unlimited access to the Online eBook 
version for FREE. You don t need to download Online eBooks they are 
available to you online 24/7!  Online eBooks are available exclusively 
from Gallopade, and are compatible with Macs, PC, iPad, and other 
devices with Internet access. Four real (cold) kids head north to Alaska 
(where else?) just in time for the famous Iditarod Trial dogsled race! 
They discover themselves in hot pursuit of a runaway team with a 
renegade musher... in a snowbank of clues about a mystery that needs 
solving VERY FAST! All you got to do is dig through some very old Gold 
Rush history, but hurry lives are depending on you! On, you huskies! 
LOOK what&#039;s in this mystery - people, places, history, and more!  
Alaskan geography Information on California and Klondike gold rushes 
Gold Dust Soup Story of Balto and the beginning of the Iditarod 
Dressing for the Alaskan weather Siberian huskies How to feed sled 
dogs Moose Dogs and antifreeze Information on the Iditarod race- 
racing vocabulary, sled dog alignment, how to drive a sled, supplies 
needed, and training Mail on the Iditarod Prizes for Iditarod winner and 
Iditarod finishers Changing location of Iditarod race Widow&#039;s 
Lantern and historical lantern use Gold Rush Hotel Burled Arch, Nome, 
AK Eagle River, AK Skwentna, AK Ruby, AK Nulato, AK. This mystery 
incorporates history, geography, culture and cliffhanger chapters that 
keep kids begging for more! This mystery includes SAT words, 
educational facts, fun and humor, built-in book club and activities. This 
Carole Marsh Mystery also has an Accelerated Reader quiz, a Lexile 
level, a Fountas &amp; Pinnell guided reading level, and a 
Developmental Reading Assessment.

Gallopade 
International 2003-10-01

Ready, Freddy! #7: 
Yikes Bikes! Abby Klein 9780439784566

First grader Freddy Thresher wants to beat the local bully in raising 
money for the animal shelter, but first he needs to learn to ride a two-
wheeler.Join Freddy and his friends for another 1st grade adventure! 
Content, humor, characters, and vocabulary are perfect for the chapter-
book reader. In this book, Freddy and his classmates participate in a 
Bike-A-Thon to help raise money for a local animal shelter. After Freddy 
and Max make a bet to see who can do the most laps, Freddy needs to 
learn how to ride a two-wheeler fast!

The Blue Sky 
Press 2006-02-01

The Stowaway Solution 
(On the Run, Book 4 ) Gordon Korman 9780439651394

The thrills take to the seas in the latest breakneck-speed adventure 
from ace storyteller Gordon Korman.Aiden and Meg Falconer are on the 
hunt for the one man who might be able to free their parents from jail.  
The hitch?  There are plenty of other people on the hunt for THEM, 
including the FBI and an eerie, hairless killer.  After one close call too 
many, the Falconers find themselves stowed away on a ship -- but the 
chase doesn&#039;t end there.  Instead, it moves to close quarters, 
where every step, every breath, could get them caught. Scholastic 2005-10-01

Operation Yes Sara Holmes 9780545204187 Great book for 4th graders!
Tracks in the Snow Lucy Bledsoe

Hannah Montana: 
Secrets and 
Supersneaks Steven Peterman 9781427802811

When Miley and her friends disobey their parents' curfews and try to 
meet Ashton Kutcher at his movie premiere, the super-sneaky 
adventure turns into an unbelievable family affair. Later, Lilly is ecstatic 
when she gets two tickets to attend a Hannah Montana concert. But 
when she invites Miley to go with her, will her secret finally be revealed? 
You can bet your bottom dollar that everyone's favorite pop star knows 
that the show must go on in this laugh-out-loud Cine-Manga adventure! TokyoPop 2007-07-10

Lawn Boy Gary Paulsen 9780385746861

One day I was 12 years old and broke. Then Grandma gave me 
Grandpa&#039;s old riding lawnmower. I set out to mow some lawns. 
More people wanted me to mow their lawns. And more and more. . . . 
One client was Arnold the stockbroker, who offered to teach me about 
&quot;the beauty of capitalism. Supply and Demand. Diversify labor. 
Distribute the wealth.&quot; &quot;Wealth?&quot; I said. &quot;It&#039;
s groovy, man,&quot; said Arnold.If I&#039;d known what was coming, I 
might have climbed on my mower and putted all the way home to hide 
in my room. But the lawn business grew and grew. So did my profits, 
which Arnold invested in many things. And one of them was Joey Pow 
the prizefighter. That&#039;s when my 12th summer got really 
interesting.

Wendy Lamb 
Books 2007-06-12

Peter and the Shadow 
Thieves Dave Barry 9780786837878

In this riveting and adventure-packed follow-up to Peter and the 
Starcatchers, we discover Peter leaving the relative safety of Mollusk 
Island&mdash;along with his trusted companion Tinker Bell&mdash;for 
the cold, damp streets of London. On a difficult journey across the sea, 
he and Tink discover the darkand deadly, slithering part-man/part-
creature Lord Ombra. It seems that the dreaded Ombra has a variety of 
mysterious powers including the ability to make shadows disappear. 
When Peter reaches London, he sets out to find the indomitable Molly. 
Together they must combat Ombra&rsquo;s terrible forces to both 
protect the Starcatchers and the treasured starstuff and most 
importantly to rescue Molly&rsquo;s mother from the clutches of evil. 
Dave Barry and Ridley Pearson have done it again&mdash;written a 
compulsively readable, impossible-to-put-down tale that will delight 
readers of all ages.&nbsp;

Hyperion / 
Disney Editions 2006-06-27

Real Fitness: 100 
Games to Get Girls 
Going! (American Girl 
(Quality)) American Girl 9781593691479

American Girl 
Publishing Inc 2006-05-01

Worst Enemies/Best 
Friends (Beacon Street 
Girls #1) (Beacon Street 
Girls) (Beacon Street 
Girls (Paperback 
Unnumbered)) Annie Bryant 9780974658766

Charlotte Ramsey is the new girl again. After causing the biggest 
cafeteria blunder in history, Charlotte&#039;s assigned lunch partners-
the very stylish Katani, irrepressible Avery, and super-friendly Maeve-
can&#039;t wait to dump her. Can it get any worse? Absolutely! Nobody 
is talking, and Katani wants out of the group. What a mess! Can the girls 
become true friends or will they remain worst enemies forever?

B*tween 
Producions, Inc. 2004-04-01

Juniper Berry M. Kozlowsky 9780545485739

When eleven-year-old Juniper begins to suspect something is wrong 
with her mother and father, she and her friend Giles discover they have 
been selling their souls, pieces at a time, to a silver-tongued creature in 
a terrifying fairy-tale underworld.
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Escape from Mr. 
Lemoncello's Library Chris Grabenstein 9780307931474

In this cross between Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and A Night in 
the Museum, Agatha Award winner Chris Grabenstein uses rib-tickling 
humor to create the perfect tale for his quirky characters.Kyle Keeley is 
the class clown and a huge fan of all games&mdash;board games, word 
games, and particularly video games. His hero, Luigi Lemoncello, the 
most notorious and creative gamemaker in the world, just so happens to 
be the genius behind the construction of the new town library. Lucky 
Kyle wins a coveted spot as one of twelve kids invited for an overnight 
sleepover in the library, hosted by Mr. Lemoncello and riddled with lots 
and lots of games. But when morning comes, the doors stay locked. 
Kyle and the other kids must solve every clue and figure out every 
secret puzzle to find the hidden escape route! Yearling 2014-06-24

A Child Called &quot;
It&quot;: One Child's 
Courage to Survive Dave Pelzer 9781558743663

This book chronicles the unforgettable account of one of the most 
severe child abuse cases in California history. It is the story of Dave 
Pelzer, who was brutally beaten and starved by his emotionally 
unstable, alcoholic mother: a mother who played tortuous, unpredictable 
games--games that left him nearly dead. He had to learn how to play his 
mother&#039;s games in order to survive because she no longer 
considered him a son, but a slave; and no longer a boy, but an &quot;it.
&quot; Dave&#039;s bed was an old army cot in the basement, and his 
clothes were torn and raunchy. When his mother allowed him the luxury 
of food, it was nothing more than spoiled scraps that even the dogs 
refused to eat. The outside world knew nothing of his living nightmare. 
He had nothing or no one to turn to, but his dreams kept him alive--
dreams of someone taking care of him, loving him and calling him their 
son. HCI 1995-09-01

Phineas L. MacGuire . . 
. Erupts!: The First 
Experiment (From the 
Highly Scientific 
Notebooks of Phineas L. 
MacGuire) Frances Dowell 9781416947349

Here&#039;s what you need to know about Phineas L. MacGuire, boy-
scientist extraordinaire, aka Mac:   1. He&#039;s allergic to purple, 
telephone calls, and girls, and can prove it.   2. He&#039;s probably the 
world&#039;s expert on mold, including which has the highest stink 
potential.   3. He does not have a best friend. He does, however, have 
an un-best friend, who he does not -- repeat, not -- want to upgrade to 
best friend status.   But disaster strikes when his teacher pairs Mac and 
his un-best friend together for the upcoming science fair. Worse, this un-
best friend wants the project to be on dinosaurs, which is so third grade. 
Worse still, it seems as though everyone else in his class finds the un-
best friend as unlikeable as Mac does. But, being a boy-scientist, once 
Mac notices this, he just might have to do some investigating....

Atheneum 
Books for 
Young Readers 2007-05-08

How to Be Popular Meg Cabot 9780060880125

Do you want to be popular?   Everyone wants to be popular&amp;
#8212or at least, Stephanie Landry does. Steph&#039;s been the least 
popular girl in her class since a certain cherry Super Big Gulp 
catastrophe five years earlier.   Does being popular matter?   It matters 
very much&amp;#8212to Steph. That&#039;s why this year, she has a 
plan to get in with the It Crowd in no time flat. She&#039;s got a secret 
weapon: an old book called&amp;#8212what else?&amp;#8212How to 
Be Popular.   What does it take to be popular?   All Steph has to do is 
follow the instructions in The Book, and soon she&#039;ll be partying 
with the It Crowd (including school quarterback Mark Finley) instead of 
sitting on The Hill Saturday nights, stargazing with her nerdy best pal 
Becca, and even nerdier Jason (now kind of hot, but still), whose 
passion for astronomy Steph once shared.   Who needs red dwarves 
when you&#039;re invited to the hottest parties in town?   But 
don&#039;t forget the most important thing about popularity!   It&#039;s 
easy to become popular. What isn&#039;t so easy? Staying that way. HarperTeen 2006-08-01

Because of Winn-Dixie Kate DiCamillo 9780439250726 a great novel for teenagers. Scholastic

I Wish I Knew That: 
Geography: Cool Stuff 
You Need to Know James Doyle 9781606523476

Where on earth will you find a more exciting look at the world around 
us?Explore the world&#039;s continents, countries, and capital cities, 
and marvel at the planet&#039;s most extraordinary physical features-
from the highest mountains to the deepest oceans-in a lighthearted mix 
of text, diagrams, maps, and amusing illustrations that will captivate 
children and encourage them to keep trekking. Divided into bite-size 
chunks, this book presents kids with a world of knowledge in the coolest 
ways possible and includes:  a whirlwind tour of what planet Earth is 
made of and its position in the solar system. a look at the continents, 
with a listing of all the countries and their capital cities. forest fun facts 
and &quot;tree-via.&quot; a chart of the world&#039;s largest deserts 
and the venomous animals that live there. an exciting journey across 
the ocean floor.Filled with hundreds of cool ways to remember the 
tallest, largest, longest, and most desolate, I Wish I Knew That: 
Geography is the perfect companion to help kids get a grip on the globe. Readers Digest 2011-11-10

Nancy Drew Mystery 
Stories : The Secret of 
The Old Clock and The 
Hidden Staircase Carolyn Keene 9780448095707

A special treat for Nancy Drew fans! Out just in time for Nancy&#039;s 
80th anniversary, we&#039;re releasing a limited number of copies of 
The Secret of the Old Clock, the first book in the series. It&#039;s the 
exciting mystery that readers have fallen in love with for 80 years, with a 
terrific new look and bonus material! Collectors won&#039;t want to 
miss this.

Grosset & 
Dunlap 1987-09-02

The Mouse and the 
Motorcycle Beverly Clearly
The Ordinary Princess M.M Kaye
Santa Paws Nicholas Edwards

Nim's Island Wendy Orr 9780385736060

A girl. An iguana. An island. And e-mail. Meet Nim&ndash;a modern-
day Robinson Crusoe! She can chop down bananas with a machete, 
climb tall palm trees, and start a fire with a piece of glass. So 
she&rsquo;s not afraid when her scientist dad sails off to study plankton 
for three days, leaving her alone on their island. Besides, it&rsquo;s not 
as if no one&rsquo;s looking after her&ndash;she&rsquo;s got a sea 
lion to mother her and an iguana for comic relief. She also has an 
interesting new e-mail pal. But when her father&rsquo;s cell-phone calls 
stop coming and disaster seems near, Nim has to be stronger and 
braver than she&rsquo;s ever been before.And she&rsquo;ll need all 
her friends to help her.From the Hardcover edition. Yearling 2008-02-12

Emily's Runaway 
Imagination Beverly Clearly
The Beastly Arms Patrick Jennings
The Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain
Romana Forever Beverly Cleary

The Mark of the 
Dragonfly Jaleigh Johnson 9780545902243

Since her father's death in a factory in the Dragonfly territories, thirteen-
year-old Piper has eked out a living as a scrapper in Merrow Kingdom, 
but the arrival of a mysterious girl sends her on a dangerous journey to 
distant lands. 2014-01-01
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The Truth About 
Forever Sarah Dessen 9780142406250

Macy&#039;s summer stretches before her, carefully planned and 
outlined. She will spend her days sitting at the library information desk. 
She will spend her evenings studying for the SATs. Spare time will be 
used to help her obsessive mother prepare for the big opening of the 
townhouse section of her luxury development.   But Macy&#039;s plans 
don&#039;t anticipate a surprising and chaotic job with Wish Catering, a 
motley crew of new friends, or&hellip;Wes. Tattooed, artistic, anything-
but-expected Wes. He doesn&#039;t fit Macy&#039;s life at all so why 
does she feel so comfortable with him? So&hellip;happy? What is it 
about him that makes her let down her guard and finally talk about how 
much she misses her father, who died before her eyes the year before? Speak 2006-04-06

Ark Angel (An Alex 
Rider Adventure) Anthony Horowitz 9780399241529

Shot outside the offices of MI6 and left for dead by Scorpia, Alex Rider 
awakens in a top-secret hospital, glad simply to be alive. But danger 
has a way of following Alex, and when the boy in the next room is the 
victim of a kidnapping attempt, it is Alex who saves him&mdash;only to 
be kidnapped himself. The man behind the kidnapping? None other 
than Nikolei Drevin, wealthiest developer in the world, and the man who 
single-handedly is funding the first luxury hotel in outer space, Ark 
Angel. Yet the project is hemorrhaging millions of dollars along the way, 
and Drevin will stop at nothing to cease the bleeding. Even if it means 
blowing up Ark Angel. Even if it means sacrificing his only son. . . . Philomel 2006-04-20

Abduction! Peg Kehret 9780525472940

Matt is missing. Bonnie&#039;s brother left his classroom to use the 
bathroom --and disappeared. A police dog traces his scent to the curb, 
where he apparently got into a vehicle. But why would Matt go 
anywhere with a stranger? Overwhelmed with fear, Bonnie discovers 
that her dog is gone, too. Was Pookie used as a lure for Matt? Bonnie 
makes one big mistake in her attempt to find her brother. In a chilling 
climax on a Washington State ferry, Bonnie and Matt must outsmart 
their abductor or pay with their lives. Dutton Juvenile 2004-11-22

Prodigy: A Legend 
Novel Marie Lu 9780399256769

Featured on Entertainment Weekly&#039;s MUST-LIST!     The highly 
anticipated second book in Marie Lu&#039;s New York Times 
bestseller, LEGEND perfect&nbsp;for fans of THE HUNGER GAMES 
and DIVERGENT!       June and Day arrive in Vegas just as the 
unthinkable happens: the Elector Primo dies, and his son Anden takes 
his place. With the Republic edging closer to chaos, the two join a group 
of Patriot rebels eager to help Day rescue his brother and offer passage 
to the Colonies. They have only one request June and Day must 
assassinate the new Elector.       It&rsquo;s their chance to change the 
nation, to give voice to a people silenced for too long.&nbsp;       But as 
June realizes this Elector is nothing like his father, she&rsquo;s haunted 
by the choice ahead. What if Anden is a new beginning? What if 
revolution must be more than loss and vengeance, anger and blood
what if the Patriots are wrong?       &nbsp;

Putnam 
Juvenile 2013-01-29

The Voyage of the 
Dawn Treader C.S. Lewis
Ramona Quimby, Age 8 Beverly Cleary

The Assyrians (The 
Cradle of Civilization) Elaine Landau 9780761302179

Examines Assyria's growth from warlike city-state to huge empire, 
through its conquest of all of Mesopotamia and Egypt, and aspects of its 
culture. Millbrook Press 1997-08-01

The Sumerians (The 
Cradle of Civilization) Elaine Landau 9780761302155

Examines Sumer, the earliest advanced society to emerge from 
Mesopotamia, including its contributions in written language, farming, 
art, and science. Millbrook Press 1997-08-01

Finding the Titanic 
(Hello Reader! Level 4) Robert Ballard 9780590472302

The story of the Titanic right up to its rediscovery is told for more 
advanced, independent young readers by the man who discovered the 
great sunken ship. Cartwheel 1993-11-01

Ramona the Pest Beverly Cleary
The Silver Chair C.S. Lewis
Minerva Clark Goes to 
the Dogs Karen Karbo 9780545039024 Scholastic Inc

Now You See Them, 
Now You Don't (On the 
Run, Book 3) Gordon Korman 9780439651387

The thrills intensify in the next installment of Gordon Korman&#039;s 
adventure ON THE RUN.One man holds the key to freeing Aidan and 
Meg Falconer&#039;s parents from prison:  a mysterious figure named 
Frank Lindenauer.  Aidan and Meg must cross the country to try to 
catch him . . . even as the FBI tries to catch them first.     In California, 
Aidan and Meg fall in with a crowd that already has its share of trouble 
going on.  They want to believe they&#039;ve found friends who will 
help them out.  But if they&#039;re not careful, these &quot;
friends&quot; will sell them out instead. Scholastic 2005-08-01

Freddy in Peril Dietlof Reiche 9780439649841

Hamster on the run! Trouble began when Freddy Auratus-hamster 
extraodinaire-posted his life story on the Internet. Now, An evil scientist 
is trying to hamster-nap Freddy and steal him away to a secret 
laboratory! Can a pair of guinea pig poets, a wise tomcat, and a tribe of 
sewer rats save Freddy from becoming a science experiment?

Scholastic 
Press 2004-01-01

The Swiss Family 
Robinson (Classic 
Starts Series) Johann Wyss 9781402736940

A shipwreck; a deserted island; a single family, wondering if they can 
survive. Rich in suspense and surprises, The Swiss Family Robinson 
entices young readers to come along on a wonderful adventure, where 
each moment brings a new thrill. Featuring amazingly resourceful 
characters and a wondrous landscape bursting with exotic wildlife and 
plants, it&rsquo;s an irresistible tale of ingenuity. Sterling 2007-02-01

Classic Starts: Anne of 
Green Gables (Classic 
Starts Series) Lucy Montgomery 9781402711305

Following Sterling&#039;s spectacularly successful launch of its 
children&#039;s classic novels (240,000 books in print to date),comes a 
dazzling new series: Classic Starts. The stories are abridged; the quality 
is complete. Classic Starts treats the world&#039;s beloved tales (and 
children) with the respect they deserve--all at an incomparable price.
Lucy Maud Montgomery&#039;s classic tale, with its engaging heroine 
and evocative description of the Prince Edward Island landscape, never 
fails to delight youngsters. When Matthew Cuthbert goes to the train 
station to pick up the orphan he and his sister Marilla plan to adopt, he 
expects to meet a boy who can help on the family farm. Instead it&#039;
s Anne--a talkative, dreamy, red-haired, freckle-faced 11-year-old little 
girl who transforms the Cuthberts&#039; life forever and fills it with love 
and joy. Sterling 2005-03-01

The Wrath of Mulgarath: 
The Spiderwick 
Chronicles Book 5 Tony DiTerlizzi 9780439735681 hardcover format Scholastic 2005-01-01

Pollyanna (Classic 
Starts Series) Eleanor Porter 9781402736926

&ldquo;Once you start looking for the happy things, you don&rsquo;t 
think about the bad ones as much.&rdquo; That&rsquo;s the joyful way 
Pollyanna sees the world: no matter what happens, she plays her 
&ldquo;Just Be Glad&rdquo; game and finds the sunny side of any 
situation. But when she&rsquo;s orphaned and forced to live with her 
rigid Aunt Polly, will high-spirited Pollyanna succeed in melting her 
Aunt&rsquo;s cold heart? Sterling 2007-02-01

Scientists Of the Ancient 
World Margaret Anderson
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The Siren Song (Pirates 
of the Caribbean: Jack 
Sparrow #2) Rob Kidd 9781423100195

Before the Black Pearl, there was a teenage stowaway named Jack 
Sparrow...    Captain Jack Sparrow&rsquo;s ship, the Barnacle, and its 
up-till-now unshakable crew have suddenly fallen under a sinister spell. 
While continuing on their quest for the storied Sword of Cort&eacute;s, 
the crew is attacked by a monstrous sea creature and then finds its 
shipmates entranced by an ethereal song and each of them attempts to 
take the Barnacle in a different direction-and away from the 
sword&rsquo;s supposed location. Only Jack seems unaffected by the 
strange song, but can he both subdue his crew and defeat the 
mysterious force behind the dark spell? Disney Press 2006-06-01

Ancient Rome Leon Ashworth 9781583401941

Gods and Goddesses will enchant readers with ancient tales of power, 
mischief, love and betrayal. Brimming with Color Photographs and 
illustrations, this series breathes new life into the gods, their 
relationships with each other, and the lands over which they ruled.

Black Rabbit 
Books 2002-08-01

Ancient Roman Art (Art 
in History) Susie Hodge 9781575725529

Examines the art of ancient Rome, including painting, mosaic, sculpture, 
and architecture. Heinemann 1998-04-01

The Beloved Dearly Doug Cooney 9780689863547

Ernie is a twelve-year-old tycoon, always on the lookout for a fast buck. 
This time he stumbles onto a money-making bonanza: pet funerals. He 
hires Dusty to decorate the burial boxes and Tony to dig the holes, but 
his prize find is Swimming Pool, a tomboy who can cry on cue.  
Business goes through the roof -- until Ernie loses Swimming Pool over 
a raise and the whole venture unravels. Here is a rollicking, fun-spirited 
novel about friendship, loss, business -- and how we learn to express 
our feelings.

Simon & 
Schuster Books 
for Young 
Readers 2003-08-01

Gods and Goddesses of 
Vikings and Northlands Leon Ashworth 9781583401934

Gods and Goddesses will enchant readers with ancient tales of power, 
mischief, love and betrayal. Brimming with Color Photographs and 
illustrations, this series breathes new life into the gods, their 
relationships with each other, and the lands over which they ruled.

Smart Apple 
Media 2003-04-01

Gods and Goddesses of 
Ancient Greece Leon Ashworth 9781583401958 Book by Ashworth, Leon

Smart Apple 
Media 2003-04-01

Gods and Goddesses of 
Ancient Egypt Leon Ashworth 9781583401965 Book by Ashworth, Leon

Smart Apple 
Media 2003-04-01

The Romans Nicola Baxter 9781932889024
SeaToSea 
Publications

Water Wishes Mallory Loehr
Henry and Ribsy Beverly Cleary

Terrible Times- The 
Eddie Dickens Trilogy Philip Ardagh 9780439707862

Book in good reading condition.  It has the name Hannah written in 
pencil on the inside front cover. It shows light shelf wear.  We ship fast 
and guarantee all our products.  We also include tracking on every 
order. Scholastic

How to Train Your 
Dragon: The Chapter 
Book J. Bright 9780061567377

All young Vikings must prove they are fierce and strong enough to fight 
dragons. But Hiccup isn&#039;t as brawny as his friends and fails 
miserably at dragon training. So he invents a new weapon that can take 
down the fiercest dragon in the sky&mdash;and when it actually works 
Hiccup has a choice to make. Can he really kill a dragon? Or will he 
make a new friend instead? HarperFestival 2010-02-09

The Hobbit (Movie Tie-
in Edition) J.R.R. Tolkien 9780345534835

The Hobbit is one of the greatest fantasy sagas of all time, a classic that 
has captivated generations of readers and is now an eagerly anticipated 
film by Peter Jackson, Academy Award&ndash;winning director of the 
Lord of the Rings trilogy. &nbsp; When Thorin Oakenshield and his 
band of dwarves embark upon a dangerous quest to reclaim the hoard 
of gold stolen from them by the evil dragon Smaug, Gandalf the wizard 
suggests an unlikely accomplice: Bilbo Baggins, an unassuming Hobbit 
dwelling in peaceful Hobbiton. &nbsp; Along the way, the company 
faces trolls, goblins, giant spiders, and worse. But as they journey from 
the&nbsp;wonders of Rivendell&nbsp;to&nbsp;the terrors of 
Mirkwood&nbsp;and beyond, Bilbo will find that there is more to him 
than anyone&mdash;himself included&mdash;ever dreamed. 
Unexpected qualities of courage and cunning, and a love of adventure, 
propel Bilbo toward his great destiny . . . a destiny that waits in the dark 
caverns beneath the Misty Mountains, where a twisted creature known 
as Gollum jealously guards a precious magic ring.&copy; New Line 
Productions, Inc. All rights reserved. THE HOBBIT: AN UNEXPECTED 
JOURNEY and the names of the characters, items, events and places 
therein are trademarks of The Saul Zaentz Company d/b/a Middle-earth 
Enterprises under license to New Line Productions, Inc.&nbsp; Del Rey 2012-09-18

Technology Of the Time Peter Hicks
Code Orange Caroline Cooney 9780329509231
Camp Confidential: 
Jenna's Dilemma Melissa Morgan

Pick of the Litter Bill Wallace 9781416925118

Tom&#039;s grandfather is recovering from heart surgery, so during 
summer vacation Tom is helping him with his hunting dog business. 
It&#039;s hard work, but Tom doesn&#039;t mind so much after he falls 
in love with one of the pups, a rare blue-eyed pointer Tom names Tad. 
It&#039;s almost as if Tad understands when Tom talks to him, 
especially about confusing things like how hard it is to write to Angie, a 
girl Tom met on vacation.   The trouble is, Grandpa promised the owner 
of the pup&#039;s sire the pick of the litter, and it&#039;s pretty clear 
that&#039;s Tad. Tom knows what he should do, but he can&#039;t 
help hoping there&#039;s a way to get around Grandpa&#039;s 
promise. How can he do the honorable thing when it will cost him what 
he wants most in the world? Aladdin 2006-06-01

Mister and Me Kimberly Holt 9780439063920

In a small Louisiana mill town in 1940, Jolene does not want her 
Momma to marry the logger who is courting her. But it seems that even 
her most defiantly bad behavior cannot make him go away. Scholastic 1999-10-31

False Notes (Nancy 
Drew: All New Girl 
Detective #3) Carolyn Keene 9780689865688

I&#039;m always up for a good mystery, but when the big question is 
what I should get Dad for his birthday, I don&#039;t have a clue! And 
then another mystery comes my way -- one that involves Heather 
Simmons, a leading candidate in the upcoming election for mayor of 
River Heights. My friends and I are pretty sure that her daughter Leslie, 
musician extraordinaire, has been kidnapped. But the thing is, nobody is 
saying a word about it!  It&#039;s hard to crack a case like this when no 
one will even admit that one exists. But I won&#039;t let a little thing like 
that stop me when I smell trouble.... Aladdin 2004-02-24

The Pretty Committee 
Strikes Back (The 
Clique, No. 5) Lisi Harrison 9780316115001

A tragic haircut leaves Kristen looking manlier than a New York Jets 
linebacker. Will she be condemned to a season of trying to find cute 
hats when, as everyone knows, hats are so over? Meanwhile, Claire got 
everything she wants -- new camo Converse high-tops, bag and bags of 
gummies, and best of all, her first ever cell phone, from Massie. 
Although Claire&#039;s now an official member of the Clique, presents 
don&#039;t matter to her -- all she really wants is her first kiss from 
Cam, of course!

Little Brown and 
Co. 2006-03-01
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The Bad Beginning (A 
Series of Unfortunate 
Events, Book 1) Lemony Snicket 9780439227582

Just as they are enjoying a day at Briny Beach, the three Baudelaire 
children--- 14-year-old Violet, 12-year-old Klaus and baby Sunny--- 
receive some bad news. Mr. Poe, a friend of the family, comes trekking 
across the foggy beach to tell the Baudelaires that their parents have 
died in a fire that also burned down the family mansion. Now orphaned, 
the Baudelaires face an uncertain future. They are soon packed off to 
their new guardian--- the icky Count Olaf, who is a distant cousin. But 
when they move in with the Count, the Baudelaire children are certain 
that he does not care about them--- he only wants to get his hands on 
the fortune Mr. and Mrs. Baudelaire left behind. See if they are right, as 
you read this exciting and humorous tale of mystery. Ages 10 &amp; up Scholastic Inc.

Technology of the time 
of the Maya Judith Crosher

Lily's Ghosts Laura Ruby 9780060518318

A sinister old house, an intriguing new friend, a fifty-year-old mystery, 
and a tag-team of disgruntled ghosts force thirteen-year-old Lily to 
unearth her family&#039;s deepest secrets in this multilayered tale 
that&#039;s both hilarious and harrowing, comic and creepy. HarperCollins 2005-09-01

Crewel Lye A Caustic 
Yarn Piers Anthony
The Sign of the Beaver Elizabeth Speare
I am the Mummy Heb-
nefert Eve Bunting
The Baby-Sitters Club: 
Mallory and the Ghost 
Cat Ann Martin
Where the Red Fern 
Grows Wilson Rawls
The Prince of Egypt Disney Disney
Gracie's Girl Ellen Wittlinger

Ancient Egypt (Make It 
Work) Andrew Haslam 9780716646037

Information about clothing, transportation, food, religion, and many other 
aspects of life in ancient Egypt is accompanied by a variety of related 
craft projects. World Book Inc 1997-07-01

The Mongols (Journey 
Into Civilization) Robert Nicholson 9780791027066

Provides a description of the history and culture of this nomadic Asian 
people.

Chelsea House 
Pub (L)

The Dark Ages 
(Illustrated History of the 
World) Tony Gregory 9780816027873

The Illustrated History of the World set covers the entire sweep of 
history and offers a highly illustrated portrait of global development. The 
set gives young people a balanced, global view of the world as it 
explores civilizations from the Maya of Mexico to the Sumerians of the 
Middle East. Each volume is organized on a spread-by-spread basis 
that lets young readers locate subjects with confidence and research 
topics in considerable depth. Every two-page spread contains a lively, 
thought-provoking essay accompanied by an array of striking 
illustrations, full-color reproductions of important artworks, photographs 
of archaeological finds, detailed maps, and original diagrams. Colorful 
sidebars on each spread detail concurrent events from around the globe 
and help develop a chronological and world-wide perspective. Facts on File 1993-03-01

DK Discoveries: 
Tutankhamun: The Life 
and Death of A Pharaoh DK Publishing 9780789434203

Dramatic "eyewitness" accounts and highly informative text combine 
with detailed artwork to bring key historical events to life in an important 
new series of in-depth information books for 8 year-olds and up. Each 
title focuses on a topic of interest to this age group, who are hungry for 
facts. DK Discovery Guides make learning memorable-as well as fun! 
The series combines DK's main strengths: the accuracy of cutaway 
cross-section artwork and the immediacy of original photography with 
strictly factual yet richly evocative storytelling. The DK Discovery Guides 
will be a major resource for young students. DK CHILDREN 1998-09-15

Julius Caesar Struan Reid 9781588105646
Presents an account of Julius Caesar's life, from birth to death, and 
explores his impact on history and the world.

Heinemann/Rai
ntree 2002-01-01

DK Discoveries: 
Pompeii Chris Rice 9780789434197

Dramatic "eyewitness" accounts and highly informative text combine 
with detailed artwork to bring key historical events to life in an important 
new series of in-depth information books for 8 year-olds and up. Each 
title focuses on a topic of interest to this age group, who are hungry for 
facts. DK Discovery Guides make learning memorable-as well as fun! 
The series combines DK's main strengths: the accuracy of cutaway 
cross-section artwork and the immediacy of original photography with 
strictly factual yet richly evocative storytelling. The DK Discovery Guides 
will be a major resource for young students. DK CHILDREN 1998-09-15

Ramona and Her Father Beverly Cleary
The Twits Roald Dahl
Dear Mr. Henshaw Beverly Cleary
Strays Like Us Richard Peck

When Mack Came Back Brad Strickland 9780439456791
SCHOLASTIC 
INC. @ 2000-01-01

The Greeks (Rebuilding 
the Past) Roy Burrell 9780199171613

Burrell and Connolly take us to opening night for a play by Euripides, 
the first Olympic Games, Alexander the Great&#039;s last battle, the 
rebuilding of the Acropolis, and through the whole fascinating history of 
Ancient Greece. The Greeks covers the centuries from the Minoans to 
the breakup of Alexander&#039;s empire and the conquest of Greece 
by Rome. Especially geared for the young reader, the short, fact-filled 
chapters with easy-to-read text is accompanied by Connolly&#039;s 
richly detiled and authentic illustrations.

Oxford 
University 
Press, USA 1990-08-09

The Revealers Doug Wilhelm 9780374462437

Throwing light on a dark problemParkland Middle School is a place the 
students call Darkland, because no one in it does much to stop the daily 
harassment of kids by other kids. Three bullied seventh graders use 
their smarts to get the better of their tormentors by starting an unofficial 
e-mail forum at school in which they publicize their experiences. 
Unexpectedly, lots of other kids come forward to confess their similar 
troubles, and it becomes clear that the problem at their school is bigger 
than anyone knew. The school principal wants to clamp down on the 
operation, which she does when the trio, in their zealousness for 
revenge, libel a fellow student in what turns out to have been a setup. 
Now a new plan of attack is needed . . . This suspenseful story of 
computer-era underground rebellion offers fresh perspectives on some 
of the most enduring themes in fiction for young readers. &nbsp;The 
Revealers is a 2004 Bank Street - Best Children&#039;s Book of the 
Year.

Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux 
(BYR) 2005-04-06

The Roman Colosseum 
(Inside Stories) Fiona Macdonald 9780872262751

Step back in time to visit one of the most famous buildings from the 
Roman Empire: the Roman Colosseum. Inside Sotry: The Roman 
Colosseum will take you through the Colosseum as it was in Roman 
days. Through beautiful illustrations and thoroughly researched 
information, you will come to know more about the Colosseum, how it 
was used, who went there, and more. Brighter Child 2001-02-09
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Smasher (Stepping 
Stone,  paper) Dick King-Smith 9780679883302

Dick King-Smith brings his signature wit and charm to the Stepping 
Stone line with a lovable new puppy who&#039;s sure to capture 
readers&#039; hearts. Smasher is always getting into trouble, whether 
it&#039;s chasing chickens, chewing up Mrs. Buzzard&#039;s slippers, 
or breaking all her china. Now she wants to get rid of him. Can Farmer 
Buzzard find a way to save him? Or is Smasher in the doghouse...for 
good?&nbsp;&nbsp;

Random House 
Books for 
Young Readers 2006-05-23

The Wide Window Lemony Snicket 9780439285162 Third book in the &#039;Series of Unfortunate Events&#039; series.
HarperCollins 
Publlishers, Inc

Beezus and Ramona Beverly Cleary
Boston Jane Jennifer Holm 9780439405034 The adventures of a blossoming society young lady. Scholastic
Technology in the Time 
of the Aztecs Nina Morgan

The Best Book of 
Ancient Rome Deborah Murrell 9780753457566

Find out more about everyday life in ancient Rome and what it meant to 
live in this fascinating city at the height of its empire. Every aspect of 
this great civilization is explored, from the bloodthirsty gladiators and the 
terrifying chariot races, to a day in the life of the wealthy, to how the 
powerful senators controlled their city and expanded its empire. Kingfisher 2004-09-09

It's a Dog's Life John Erickson 9780606013949
Turtleback 
Books 1988-01-01

Becoming Naomi Leon Pam Ryan 9780439269971

A reissue of Pam Munoz Ryan&#039;s bestselling backlist with a 
distinctive author treatment and new cover art by Raul Colon.Naomi 
Soledad Leon Outlaw has had a lot to contend with in her young life, her 
name for one. Then there are her clothes (sewn in polyester by Gram), 
her difficulty speaking up, and her status at school as &quot;nobody 
special.&quot;But according to Gram, most problems can be overcome 
with positive thinking. And with Gram and her little brother, Owen, 
Naomi&#039;s life at Avocado Acres Trailer Rancho in California is 
happy and peaceful...until their mother reappears after seven years of 
being gone, stirring up all sorts of questions and challenging Naomi to 
discover and proclaim who she really is.

Scholastic 
Paperbacks 2005-10-01

The Mystery at Lilac Inn 
(Nancy Drew, Book 4) Carolyn Keene 9780448095042

Nancy finds herself in danger when she tries to solve the mystery of the 
old inn, believed to be jinxed.

Grosset & 
Dunlap 1930-10-01

Ancient Peoples 
(Discovery Guides) Claire Forbes 9781587282232

The Two-Can Discovery Guides series is a fantastic way to discover the 
worlds of history, nature and science. The book is filled with activities 
that challenge kids to try out ideas for themselves. Quiz questions 
encourage kids to look closely at each page, and this series is perfect 
for either home or school use.

Cooper Square 
Publishing Llc 2000-10-01

The Buried City of 
Pompeii: Picturebook Shelley Tanaka 9780786815418 softcover Hyperion 2000-09-01

Cleopatra: Queen of 
Egypt (Historical 
Notebooks) Clint Twist 9780763660956

Meet the woman who became the icon.The story of Cleopatra&rsquo;s 
life has captured the imagination of countless writers and artists for 
centuries. As one of history&rsquo;s most enduring figures, much lore 
has obscured the real woman behind the myth. Was she a beautiful and 
heartless schemer who stopped at nothing to get what she wanted? Or 
was Cleopatra a tragic victim of her own heart? This next volume in the 
acclaimed Notebook series offers a fascinating look into the world of 
one of Egypt&rsquo;s most notorious leaders. Featuring a fictional 
journal that invites us into Cleopatra&rsquo;s inner world, this is an 
exquisite guide bursting with gorgeous illustrations and packed with fun 
interactive extras such as flaps featuring historical facts and pop-culture 
references.This is a riveting volume rife with battles, passion, and even 
murderous intrigue &mdash; an exclusive look into the legendary 
queen&rsquo;s dramatic life. Templar 2012-10-31

The Best of the Hardy 
Boys Classic Collection 
Vol 1 Franklin Dixon 9780448436272

The Hardy brothers make a triumphant return in these special editions 
featuring some of the best-loved Hardy Boys mysteries. Each omnibus 
features three full-length The Hardy Boys classics. The Best of The 
Hardy Boys Classic Collection Volume 1 #1 The Tower Treasure: When 
the Hardys? neighbor is robbed, Frank and Joe?s father enlists their 
help in solving the case. #3 The Secret of the Old Mill: Frank and Joe 
have two mysteries to unravel?a counterfeiting case and a national 
security case that their father is working on. Will they be able to tie up all 
the loose ends? #44 The Haunted Fort: Frank, Joe, and their friend 
Chet search for two stolen paintings in an old fort said to be inhabited by 
a ghost. Can they survive the dangerous traps and threats and find the 
paintings?

Grosset & 
Dunlap 2004-05-11

The Egyptology 
Handbook: A Course in 
the Wonders of Egypt 
(Ologies) Emily Sands 9780763629328

Inside this indispensable and beautifully illustrated workbook is 
everything you need to know to become an esteemed Egyptologist.As 
readers of the fascinating EGYPTOLOGY are all too aware, the feisty 
explorer Emily Sands mysteriously vanished on an expedition up the 
Nile in 1927. But in a remarkable turn of fortune for Miss Sands&#039;s 
many fans, detectives have uncovered a second volume penned in her 
own hand &mdash; a course book on ancient Egyptian history and 
culture intended for the voyager&#039;s beloved niece and nephew. 
Now available to budding Egyptologists everywhere, this 
comprehensive volume &mdash; illustrated by the same artists who lent 
their talents to EGYPTOLOGY &mdash; is brimming with facts on 
ancient Egyptian culture and history, followed by intriguing assignments 
and fill-in opportunities on everything from archaeological finds to 
theories on how the pyramids were built. Among the book&#039;s 
delightful novelty elements are: &mdash; An envelope containing Miss 
Emily Sands&#039;s Top Ten Things to See in Egypt &mdash; Flaps to 
lift, revealing hidden treasure in desert sands&mdash; A four-page 
foldout section full of stickers featuring treasures from King Tut&#039;s 
tomb and other ancient Egyptian artifacts. Candlewick 2005-10-25

Unbelievable (Pretty 
Little Liars, Book 4) Sara Shepard 9780060887414

Four pretty little liars&#039; charmed lives have turned into living 
nightmares. Emily&#039;s been shipped off to Iowa to live with her 
&uuml;berconservative cousins. Aria&#039;s boyfriend is behind 
bars&mdash;because of her. Spencer&#039;s afraid she was involved 
in Ali&#039;s murder. But Hanna&#039;s fate is far worse: She&#039;s 
clinging to life in the hospital because she knew too much.If these girls 
don&#039;t start listening to me, Hanna&#039;s going to look like the 
lucky one. HarperTeen 2008-11-25

Freckle Juice Judy Blume 9781481411028

What&rsquo;s a guy gotta do to get some freckles? This perennial 
bestselling favorite from Judy Blume has a fresh new look!More than 
anything in the world, Andrew Marcus wants freckles. His classmate 
Nicky has freckles&mdash;they cover his face, his ears, and the whole 
back of his neck. But when Andrew asks Nicky where he got them, 
Nicky just says he was born with them. Some help he is! That&rsquo;s 
when Sharon offers Andrew her secret freckle juice recipe&mdash;for 
fifty cents, she promises, Andrew can look just like Nicky. His 
freckleless days are over! He rushes home to whip up the concoction. 
Grape juice, vinegar, mustard&hellip; But what starts out as a simple 
freckle juice recipe quickly turns into something disastrous. Andrew is 
still determined to get his freckles, and to show that pesky Sharon that 
she doesn&rsquo;t know everything&mdash;and he has the perfect 
solution! Or does he?

Atheneum 
Books for 
Young Readers 2014-05-27
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Marie Curie Brave 
Scientist Keith Brandt 9780439801539 45 pages Scholastic 2005-01-01
All Shook Up (From the 
Files of Madison Finn, 
Book 22) Laura Dower 9780786837793

Through her files and collections of piles, readers will get to know 
Madison and her humorous observations of seventh-grade angst.

Disney-
Hyperion 2006-09-01

Double Dare Laura Dower 9780786852529
Through her files and collections of piles, readers will get to know 
Madison and her humorous observations of seventh-grade angst.

Hyperion Book 
CH 2004-01-02

The Missing Manatee Cynthia DeFelice 9780439021302 TRADE PB Scholastic

Princess Academy Shannon Hale 9780439888196

From the author of The Goose Girl comes this fabulous tale of a group 
of mountain girls who find themselves in training as possible royal 
brides. Talk about a clash of cultures!

BLOOMSBURY 
BOOKS @ 2005-01-01

Jenna's Dilemma Melissa Morgan 9780329409005

Eleven-year-old Jenna, contending with the separation of her parents 
and the unwanted presence of her twin brother and older sister at Camp 
Lakeview, is determined to make a name for herself by pulling the 
ultimate prank. 2005-01-01

The Silver Balloon Susan Bonners 9780374466473

Having a pen pal is excitingOne September evening, Gregory ties an 
index card with his name and address on it to the string of a silver 
helium balloon and lets it go from his window, into the city sky.  Three 
weeks later, an envelope arrives in the mail.  A farmer named Pete has 
found his balloon!  Gregory writes back, and the two become pen pals, 
exchanging mystery gifts with each letter.  Finally, Pete sends a gift that 
Gregory can identify only by a trip to the antural history museum, and 
the object turns out to be something truly amazing.  With illustrations by 
the author, The Silver Balloon is perfect for early chapter-book readers.

Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux 
(BYR) 1999-09-10

No Talking Andrew Clements 9781428748705

RSVP #6 (Camp 
Confidential) Melissa Morgan 9780448439624

It&rsquo;s the camp reunion and everyone from Bunk 3C is going to 
NYC for the weekend! And with the girls planning a big surprise for one 
of their bunkmates, it&rsquo;s sure to be just like old times. But when 
everyone meets up, it&rsquo;s obvious that things have 
changed&mdash;the bunk has split up into different cliques! Bunk 3C 
was always the most fun when everyone got along, but can the girls fix 
everything before it&rsquo;s time to leave one another again?

Grosset & 
Dunlap 2005-11-03

The Magic Tree House: 
Twisters and Other 
Terrible Storms Will Osborne

School of Fear Gitty Daneshvari 9780545286862
This story is about a school designed to help eradicate the fears of 
children Scholastic

Second Time's the 
Charm #7 (Camp 
Confidential) Melissa Morgan 9780448442655

Sworn city girl Natalie Goode is actually back—voluntarily—at Lakepuke 
for more. More mess-food cooking, more bug-infested bunk beds, and 
even more nature shack (well, maybe not nature shack; a girl has to 
maintain some standards, after all). And even though the returning 3C-
ers have been split up, she’s still got Alyssa as her bunkmate and 
official summertime BFF. Unfortunately, there’s a new camper on the 
scene! Tori is sophisticated, literate, and very cute. Good thing Natalie’s 
not the jealous type . . . or is she?

Grosset &amp; 
Dunlap 2006-04-06

maniac magee Jerry Spinelli 9780316738248 u
Little, Brown & 
Company

The Boy Who Spoke 
Dog Clay Morgan

Hold on Tight (Hannah 
Montana #5) Laurie McElroy 9781423104605

Series Description:Miley Stewart looks like a regular girl-next-door, but 
she&rsquo;s got a big secret. When the lights go down, Miley is the 
famous teen pop sensation Hannah Montana! Miley may be a celebrity 
when she&rsquo;s on stage, but she wants the rest of her life to be as 
normal as possible.&nbsp;The only people who know the truth about 
Miley&rsquo;s dual identity are her father, brother, and best friends Lilly 
and Oliver. But keeping that secret&mdash;and balancing school and 
homework with her newfound fame and fortune&mdash;is harder than 
Miley ever thought it would be.&nbsp;Title description:Hannah Montana 
#5: Hold on TightWhen Miley gets paired with Oliver to do a scene from 
Romeo and Juliet in drama class, she&rsquo;s afraid that they&rsquo;ll 
both get a big fat F! After all, Oliver&rsquo;s not exactly a &ldquo;
natural&rdquo; when it comes to Shakespeare. But soon, Miley has a lot 
more to worry about than Oliver. Hannah Montana is asked to sing the 
national anthem at an L.A. Lakers game, and as she steps into the 
spotlight, she suddenly forgets the words! Plus, after Miley convinces 
her dad to do a concert of his own, will she end up regretting it? Disney Press 2007-04-01

Doomwyte (Redwall) Brian Jacques 9780441017782

The 20th novel of Redwall-now in paperback.  The young mouse Bisky 
persuades his friends at Redwall Abbey to seek a fabled treasure-the 
jeweled eyes of the Great Doomwyte Idol-only to lead them into the 
realm of the fearsome Korvus Skurr, the black- feathered raven. Ace 2010-01-26

Movers and Fakers Lisi Harrison 9780316127486 Poppy

Whittington Alan Armstrong 9780375828652

This Newbery-Honor winning tale introduces Whittington, a roughneck 
Tom who arrives one day at a barn full of rescued animals  and asks for 
a place there. He spins for the animals&mdash;as well as for Ben and 
Abby,  the kids whose grandfather does the rescuing&mdash;a yarn 
about his ancestor, the nameless  cat who brought Dick Whittington to 
the heights of wealth and power in 16th-century  England. This is an 
unforgettable tale about the healing, transcendent power of storytelling,  
and how learning to read saves one little boy. Yearling 2006-12-26

The Wrath of Mulgarath 
(The Spiderwick 
Chronicles, Book 5) Holly Black 9780689859403

Three ordinary kids, Jared, Simon, and Wallory Grace, have entered 
another world -- without leaving this one! Two remarkable talents, New 
York Times best-sellers Tony DiTerlizzi and Holly Black, have risked 
everything to bring this remarkable account to light. Five books -- one 
thrilling adventure -- the Spiderwick Chronicles!  Their world is closer 
than you think.

Simon & 
Schuster Books 
for Young 
Readers 2004-09-07

The Wide Window (A 
Series of Unfortunate 
Events #3) Lemony Snicket 9780064407687

Dear Reader,  If you have not read anything about the Baudelaire 
orphans, then before you read even one more sentence, you should 
know this: Violet, Klaus, and Sunny are kindhearted and quick-witted, 
but their lives, I am sorry to say, are filled with bad luck and misery. All 
of the stories about these three children are unhappy and wretched, and 
this one may be the worst of them all.If you haven't got the stomach for 
a story that includes a hurricane, a signalling device, hungry leeches, 
cold cucumber soup, a horrible villain, and a doll named Pretty Penny, 
then this book will probably fill you with despair.I will continue to record 
these tragic tales, for that is what I do. You, however, should decide for 
yourself whether you can possibly endure this miserable story.  With all 
due respect,  Lemony Snicket HarperCollins 2000-02-02
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Gilda Joyce, Psychic 
Investigator Jennifer Allison 9780525473756

Ever since her father died, kooky Gilda Joyce has been working hard to 
sharpen her psychic skills. She&#039;s determined to communicate 
with spirits from the Other Side and become a crack investigator of 
spooky, twisted mysteries. After wrangling an invitation to visit San 
Francisco relatives, Gilda discovers just how much her dreary, tight-
lipped uncle and his strange, delicate daughter need her help to 
uncover the terrible family secret that has a tortured ghost stalking their 
home.   From poignant to hair-raising and hilarious, this is a behind-the-
scenes, tell-all account of the very first case in the illustrious career of 
Gilda Joyce, Psychic Investigator. Dutton Juvenile

Runt Marion Bauer
White Fang (Scholastic 
Edition) Jack London 9780439285926 Scholastic
The Ghost In The 
Noonday Sun Sid Fleischman
My First Pony Tessa Krailing

P. S. I Loathe You (The 
Clique #10) Lisi Harrison 9780316006811

Massie Block: When the Pretty Committee deems its boy-fast null and 
void, boy fever sweeps through BOCD. What better way to 
backhandspring into new crush Dempsey&#039;s heart-and make old 
crush Derrington jealous-than cheer for him on the soccer field? And 
just like that, Massie forms BOCD&#039;s first-ever cheerleading 
squad. But will Massie still have something to cheer about when 
Dempsey starts spending ah lot of time with LBR Layne Abeley? Give 
me an &quot;E&quot; for Ehmagawd!Kristen Gregory: With Massie and 
her SBFF (secret best friend forever) Layne vying for the same boy, 
Kristen has to make a choice: A) the Pretty Committee, or B) the Witty 
Committee. And if she doesn&#039;t choose fast, she&#039;ll end up 
C) Committeeless.Dylan Marvil: Is hiding something, and it&#039;s not 
just those peanut butter Luna bars stashed under her mattress. 
She&#039;s got a secret crush on Derrington-and it&#039;s no secret 
that he likes burpilicious redheads. . . .Alicia Rivera: Prefers pli&eacute;
s to pom-poms, especially when Massie orders her to the bottom of the 
cheer-pyramid. Can Alicia accept her beta status, or is it time to become 
alpha of her own squad?Claire Lyons: Now that she&#039;s back with 
Cam, Claire finally has her love life in order. But her friends are trading 
crushes like styling tips. Will the Pretty Committee survive the boy-swap 
intact, or is the Clique about to come apart at the seams? Poppy 2009-02-10

Pony Pals Jeanne Betancourt
Kitten in the Cold Ben Baglio

Cornelia and the 
Audacious Escapades 
of the Somerset Sisters Lesley Blume 9780545078702

Beautiful, moving and humorous, this book will be cherished by anyone 
who reads it.&quot; - The Los Angeles Times

Publishers Weekly Introducing Miss Patel, French bulldog Mister 
Kinyatta, and an endless supply of wonderful tales of her audacious 
escapades. Suddenly Cornelia discovers that the world is a much more 
exciting place than she had originally thought.

Join Cornelia as she meets a cast of unforgettable characters-from the 
ghost of King Arthur to Pablo Picasso to Virginia&#039;s three winsome 
and irrepressible sisters. 

With deliciously imaginative storytelling that takes you around the world 
and back again, Cornelia and the Audacious Escapades of the 
Somerset Sisters is a magical story of friendship and adventure that you 
won&#039;t soon forget.
 
*  *  *

 Press play to visit Cornelia&#039;s world in New York City, in this 
delightful trailer created by Scholastic Bookfairs:

Scholastic 
Books

The Silver Balloon Susan Bonners
Volcanoes and 
Earthquakes Patricia Lauber

Perfect Natasha Friend 9780439900133

&quot;Isabelle Lee is a typical, wisecracking, middle-of-the-pack girl 
who happens to be dealing with some big issues. Her father has died 
and no one-especially her mother-wants to talk about it. Meanwhile, 
Isabelle&#039;s sister, who used to be nine and charming, has ruined 
everything by ratting Isabelle out to their mom about her eating disorder. 
Isabelle can&#039;t bribe her to stay quiet and ends up in Eating 
Disorder and Body Image Therapy Group. Trapped in a room with no air 
circulation and orange carpet that smells like Cheez-Its, Isabelle is 
amazed when Ashley Barnum, the prettiest, most popular girl girl in 
school walks through the door. In a world where appearances are all 
that matter, coping takes some interesting and potentially harmful turns.
&quot; Scholastic

Class President Johanna Hurwitz

Perfect (Pretty Little 
Liars, Book 3) Sara Shepard 9780060887384

In Rosewood, Pennsylvania, four perfect-looking girls aren&#039;t 
nearly as perfect as they seem.Aria can&#039;t resist her forbidden ex. 
Hanna is on the verge of losing her BFF. Emily is freaking out over a 
simple kiss. And Spencer can&#039;t keep her hands off anything that 
belongs to her sister.Lucky me. I know these pretty little liars better than 
they know themselves. But it&#039;s hard keeping all of their secrets to 
myself. They better do as I say . . . or else! HarperTeen 2008-05-27

City Spies James Ponti 9781534414914

"Sara Martinez is facing years in the juvenile detention system for 
hacking into the foster care computer system to prove that her foster 
parents are crooks. But then she gets a second chance when a 
mysterious man offers her a chance to join a group of MI6 affiliated 
spies"--

Aladdin 
Paperbacks 2020-03-10

Wanted (Pretty Little 
Liars, Book 8) Sara Shepard 9780061566172

In Rosewood, majestic estates sprawl for acres, and Tiffany toggle 
bracelets dangle from every girl&#039;s wrist. But not all that glitters is 
gold, and the town harbors secrets darker than anyone could 
imagine&mdash;like the truth about what really happened the night 
Alison DiLaurentis went missing. . . . Back in middle school, Ali plucked 
Emily, Hanna, Aria, and Spencer from obscurity and turned them into 
the beautiful, popular girls everyone wanted to be. Ali was the best 
friend they ever had. But she also made them do terrible things and 
taunted them with their worst secrets. Now, three years later, all their 
questions about Ali have finally been answered and they can put this 
awful chapter of their lives behind them. Or so they think.Not every story 
has a happy ending, especially when four pretty little liars have done so 
many wicked things. In the dramatic conclusion of Sara Shepard&#039;
s bestselling Pretty Little Liars series, Emily, Hanna, Aria, and Spencer 
could get everything they&#039;ve ever wanted&mdash;unless A has 
one more horrifying twist in store. HarperTeen 2010-06-08

The Island Stallion Walter Farley
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Ginger Pye Eleanor Estes
The Wright Brothers At 
Kitty Hawk (Scholastic 
Biography) Donald Sobol 9780590429047 The story of Orville and Wilbur Wright and their history making flight.

Scholastic 
Paperbacks 1987-01-01

Peter and the 
Starcatchers Dave Barry 9780786839247

Don&rsquo;teven think of starting this bookunless you&rsquo;re sitting 
in a comfortable chair and have lots of time. Afast-paced, impossible-to-
put-down adventure awaits as the young orphan Peterand his mates are 
dispatched to an island ruled by the evil King Zarboff. Theyset sail 
aboard the Never Land, a ship carrying a precious and mysterious trunk 
inits cargo hold, and the journey quickly becomes fraught with 
excitement anddanger. &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Discoverrichly developed characters 
in the sweet but sophisticated Molly, the scary butfamiliar Black Stache, 
and the fearless Peter. Treacherous battles withpirates, foreboding 
thunderstorms at sea, and evocative writing immerses thereader in a 
story that slowly and finally reveals the secrets and mysteries ofthe 
beloved Peter Pan. Disney Editions 2005-07-01

The Year of Miss Agnes Kirkpatrick Hill 9780439454568

It&#039;s 1948 and ten-year-old Fred has just watched her teacher 
leave -- another in a long line of teachers who have left the village 
because the smell of fish was too strong, the way of life too hard. Will 
another teacher come to the small Athabascan village on the Koyukuk 
River to teach Fred and her friends in the one-room schoolhouse? Will 
she stay, or will she hate the smell of fish, too?  Fred doesn&#039;t 
know what to make of Miss Agnes Sutterfield. She sure is a strange 
one. No other teacher throws away old textbooks and reads Greek 
myths and Robin Hood. No other teacher plays opera recordings, talks 
about &quot;hairy os,&quot; and Athabascan kids becoming doctors or 
scientists. No other teacher ever said Fred&#039;s deaf older sister 
should come to school, too. And no other teacher ever, ever told the 
kids they were each good at something. Maybe it&#039;s because Miss 
Agnes can&#039;t smell anything, let alone fish, that things seem to be 
all right. But then Miss Agnes says she&#039;s homesick and will go 
back to England at the end of the year. Fred knows what this is about: 
Just when things seem to be good, things go back to being the same.  
How Fred and her friends grow with Miss Agnes is the heart of this 
story, told with much humor and warmth by Fred herself This is a story 
about Alaska, about the old ways and the new, about pride. And 
it&#039;s a story about a great teacher who opens a door to the world -- 
where, once you go through, nothing is ever the same again. Scholastic

Ralph S. Mouse Beverly Cleary

The Ravenmaster's 
Secret: Escape From 
The Tower Of London Elvira Woodruff 9780439281348

Best-selling author Elvira Woodruff&#039;s thrilling novel set in 1700s 
London.  Now in paperback!It&#039;s 1735. Forrest Harper&#039;s life 
inside the Tower of London consists of three ways to pass the time: 
chores, chores, and more chores. His only friends are the spirited 
ravens he tends with his father. So when vicious Scottish Rebels are 
captured, Forrest can&#039;t wait to prove himself by standing guard. If 
only Forrest&#039;s prisoner hadn&#039;t turned out to be the noble 
and daring Maddy. And if only Maddy wasn&#039;t about to be 
executed. . . .Now, as Forrest chooses between friendship and family, 
safety and escape, he and Maddy must flee, somehow navigating the 
cold, dank corridors of the Tower.

Scholastic 
Paperbacks 2005-09-01

The Little Princess Frances Burnett
Beezus and Ramona Beverly Cleary
Haunting the Home 
Plate David Patneaude
Ramona and Her Father Beverly Cleary
The Berenstain Bears 
Bear Scouts and the 
Sinister Smoke Ring Stan Berenstain
Lazy Lions, Lucky 
Lambs Patricia Giff
Dear Mr. Henshaw Beverly Cleary

Rain forests: A 
nonfiction companion to 
Afternoon on the 
Amazon (Magic tree 
house research guide) Will Osborne 9780439454391

Magic Tree House Research Guides are now Magic Tree House Fact 
Trackers! Track the facts with Jack and Annie! &nbsp; When Jack and 
Annie got back from their adventure in&nbsp;Magic Tree House #5: 
Afternoon on the Amazon,&nbsp;they had lots of questions. How much 
rain falls in a rain forest? What is the world&#039;s heaviest insect? 
What the heck is a sausage tree? Why is it important to preserve the 
world&#039;s rain forests? Find out the answers to these questions and 
more as Jack and Annie track the facts. Filled with up-to-date 
information, photos, illustrations, and fun tidbits from Jack and Annie, 
the Magic Tree House Fact Trackers are the perfect way for kids to find 
out more about the topics they discovered in their favorite Magic Tree 
House adventures. Scholastic Inc 2003-01-01

Rascal (The Puppy 
Place #4) Ellen Miles 9780439793827

Welcome to the Puppy Place! This new Little Apple series stars a 
lovable new puppy in every book! And it&#039;s Charles and Lizzie 
Peterson&#039;s job to find every puppy the perfect home.Lizzie and 
Charles Peterson love dogs, especially puppies.  So it is perfect that the 
Petersons are a foster family for young dogs. They will adopt a pet of 
their own one day, but now they are happy to help puppies find just the 
right home. The Petersons&#039; newest foster puppy is Rascal.  He is 
a Jack Russell terrier, and his name fits him well.  He may be small, but 
he can cause big trouble.  Lizzie and Charles are in for a challenge.  
Will they be able to find someone who will care for this pesky little 
puppy?

Scholastic 
Paperbacks 2007-03-01

Tooth Trouble (Ready, 
Freddy #1) Abby Klein 9780439555968

Watch out, Junie, there&#039;s a new kid on the block! It&#039;s 
Freddy Thresher, a first grader who knows it&#039;s a jungle out there. 
A new chapter book series written by an elementary teacher who&#039;
s seen it all!Freddy Thresher has a problem: a really, really, big 
problem. He&#039;s the only one in his class who hasn&#039;t lost a 
tooth! All of the other students in Mrs. Wushy&#039;s first grade have 
signed their names on the Big Tooth, and Freddy&#039;s determined to 
get his name on it, too. So when Max &quot;The Meanie&quot; Sellars 
calls Freddy a baby, Freddy decides he&#039;s going to lose that tooth 
one way or another, even if it means getting punched in the face at 
recess, or even bigger trouble, with Mom!

The Blue Sky 
Press 2004-08-01
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The King of Show-And-
Tell (Ready, Freddy! #2) Abby Klein 9780439555982

Watch out, Junie, there&#039;s a new kid on the block! It&#039;s 
Freddy Thresher, a first grader who knows it&#039;s a jungle out there. 
A new chapter book series written by an elementary teacher who&#039;
s seen it all!Freddy Thresher has a problem: a really, really, big 
problem. He never has anything cool to bring for show-and-tell. This 
week, his best friend, Robbie, has brought the most amazing artifact to 
share: a real alligator head. How will Freddy come up with anything as 
cool as that? Good news! Later that day, he finds something very 
unusual and exciting. If only he can get it to school without his mom, 
&quot;The Neat Freak,&quot; finding out, Freddy will be the King of 
Show-and-Tell! Blue Sky Press 2004-08-01

Lead Us to Freedom, 
Harriet Tubman! Peter Roop 9780439792554 Book by Peter And Connie Roop 2006-01-01

No Small Thing Natale Ghent 9780763628611

Full of heart and humor, this coming-of-age tale is no small thing - the 
tale of a boy&#039;s search for love and identity in the face of longing, 
abandonment, and uncertainty.

Candlewick 
Press

Nancy Drew Mystery 
Stories : The Secret of 
The Old Clock and The 
Hidden Staircase Carolyn Keene 9780448095707

Together in this one book are the two original Nancy Drew's mysteries, 
which began the classic series of the girl detective! Nancy Drew 
investigates two cases sending her on dangerous adventures. In The 
Secret of the Old Clock, Nancy Drew must solve a mystery surrounding 
a missing will and an old clock. In The Hidden Staircase, Nancy's 
bravery is put to the test when her father is kidnapped. These classics 
will keep young mystery lovers on the edge of their seats.

Penguin Young 
Readers Group 1987-09-02

Thunder from the Sea 9781416912149 FBApowersetup
No Talking Andrew Clements 9781428748705
Runaway Ralph Beverly Cleary
The Chronicles of 
Narnia: The Lion, The 
Witch, and The 
Wardrobe C.S Lewis
Ramona the Pest Beverly Cleary
Wood Song Gary Paulsen

Highway Cats Janet Lisle 9780399250705

When three kittens are carelessly thrown off the back of a truck, none of 
the highway cats know what to make of them. They seem to have some 
sort of appeal?an energy, even?that Khalia Koo, Jolly Roger and the 
rest of the mangy, feral cats don?t understand. But there are bigger 
issues to figure out when the bulldozers start coming, threatening to 
demolish the cats? homes as well as other historical landmarks. Can 
three little kittens be the answer to save the town? Illustrated with 
striking silhouettes, here is a spirited and original environmental story 
from Newbery Honor winner Janet Taylor Lisle about finding help?and 
hope?in the smallest, most unlikely of places. Philomel 2008-09-18

How Tia Lola Came to 
(Visit) Stay (The Tia 
Lola Stories) Julia Alvarez 9780375802157

A delightfully entertaining story of family and culture from acclaimed 
author Julia Alvarez.Moving to Vermont after his parents split, Miguel 
has plenty to worry about! Tía Lola, his quirky, carismática, and maybe 
magical aunt makes his life even more unpredictable when she arrives 
from the Dominican Republic to help out his Mami. Like her stories for 
adults, Julia Alvarez’s first middle-grade book sparkles with magic as it 
illuminates a child’s experiences living in two cultures.

Knopf Books for 
Young Readers 2001-04-10

The Fantastic Secret of 
Owen Jester Barbara O'Connor 9780312674304

Owen Jester wishes his family hadn&rsquo;t moved to his 
grandfather&rsquo;s house after his dad lost his job. For one thing, his 
grandfather&rsquo;s live-in nurse sure knows how to ruin 
anyone&rsquo;s idea of a good time. And then there&rsquo;s Viola, the 
girl next door, who can&rsquo;t ever mind her own business. She even 
thinks Owen should put his freshly captured bullfrog back into the pond. 
Then late one night, Owen hears a curious noise when the train passes 
by his grandfather&rsquo;s house. Something mysterious and wonderful 
has fallen off the train. When Owen finally discovers what it is, he 
realizes he just might need a know-it-all after all. But can he trust Viola 
keep the most fantastic secret to ever tumble into Carter, Georgia? Square Fish 2011-10-11

The Never War 
(Pendragon Series #3) D.J. MacHale 9780743437332

The third installment in an epic series of adventures  First Earth  
Fourteen-year-old Bobby Pendragon is a loyal friend, sports star, 
devoted pet owner -- and Traveler. Along with his uncle Press, Bobby 
has visited the alternate dimension of Denduron and participated in a 
civil war. He&#039;s also waded through the endangered underwater 
territory of Cloral. Now Bobby once again finds himself thrust beyond 
the boundaries of time and space into a place that seems somewhat 
familiar: First Earth.  Bobby and the Traveler from Cloral -- Spader -- 
have flumed to New York City, 1937. Against a backdrop of gangsters, 
swing music, and the distant sound of a brewing war, the two must 
uncover the evil Saint Dane&#039;s newest plot. But is Bobby ready for 
the difficult choices ahead? Aladdin 2003-05-01

The Merchant of Death 
(Pendragon Series #1) D.J. MacHale 9780743437318

Bobby Pendragon is a seemingly normal fourteen-year-old boy. He has 
a family, a home, and even Marley, his beloved dog. But there is 
something very special about Bobby.  He is going to save the world.  
And not just Earth as we know it. Bobby is slowly starting to realize that 
life in the cosmos isn&#039;t quite what he thought it was. And before 
he can object, he is swept off to an alternate dimension known as 
Denduron, a territory inhabited by strange beings, ruled by a magical 
tyrant, and plagued by dangerous revolution.  If Bobby wants to see his 
family again, he&#039;s going to have to accept his role as savior, and 
accept it wholeheartedly. Because, as he is about to discover, 
Denduron is only the beginning.... Aladdin 2002-09-01

When Sleeping Dogs 
Awaken Anne Schraff
Henry and Ribsy Beverly Cleary

Paperquake Kathryn Reiss 9780152047078

Violet&#039;s paralyzing fear of the earthquakes that are rocking the 
San Francisco Bay Area makes it difficult for her to overcome her 
&quot;baby&quot; image. But things change when her family renovates 
an old building. While she helps her sisters sweep up, an aftershock 
dislodges a letter addressed to Baby V from 1906-- and Violet is certain 
the message in the letter is intended for her. More mysterious writings 
from the past tumble into her hands with each quake. The girls try to 
unravel the mystery behind these supernatural communications, but as 
ever more frequent earthquakes rattle their own lives, they realize their 
time may be running out.... Harcourt, Inc.

The Great Greene Heist 
Saving the School One 
Con At a Time Varian Johnson 9780545791779 Scholastic 2014-01-01
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Lifeboat 12 Susan Hood 9781481468848

“This page-turning true-life adventure is filled with rich and riveting 
details and a timeless understanding of the things that matter most.”—
Dashka Slater, author of The 57 Bus “Brilliantly told in verse, readers 
will love Ken Sparks.” —Patricia Reilly Giff, two-time Newbery Honor 
winner “Lyrical, terrifying, and even at times funny. A richly detailed 
account of a little-known event in World War II.” —Kirkus Reviews 
“Middle grade Titanic fans, here’s your next read.” —BCCB “An edge-of-
your seat survival tale.” —School Library Journal (starred review) A 
Junior Library Guild Selection A 2019 Golden Kite Middle Grade Fiction 
Award Winner In the tradition of The War That Saved My Life and Stella 
By Starlight, this poignant novel in verse based on true events tells the 
story of a boy’s harrowing experience on a lifeboat after surviving a 
torpedo attack during World War II. With Nazis bombing London every 
night, it’s time for thirteen-year-old Ken to escape. He suspects his 
stepmother is glad to see him go, but his dad says he’s one of the lucky 
ones—one of ninety boys and girls to ship out aboard the SS City of 
Benares to safety in Canada. Life aboard the luxury ship is grand—nine-
course meals, new friends, and a life far from the bombs, rations, and 
his stepmum’s glare. And after five days at sea, the ship’s officers 
announce that they’re out of danger. They’re wrong. Late that night, an 
explosion hurls Ken from his bunk. They’ve been hit. Torpedoed! The 
Benares is sinking fast. Terrified, Ken scrambles aboard Lifeboat 12 
with five other boys. Will they get away? Will they survive? Award-
winning author Susan Hood brings this little-known World War II story to 
life in a riveting novel of courage, hope, and compassion. Based on true 
events and real people, Lifeboat 12 is about believing in one another, 
knowing that only by banding together will we have any chance to 
survive. Scholastic 2019-09-03

Project Mulberry Linda Park 9780440421634

Julia Song and her friend Patrick want to team up to win a blue ribbon at 
the state fair, but they can&#039;t agree on the perfect project. 
ThenJulia&#039;s mother suggests they raise silkworms as she did 
years ago in Korea. The optimistic twosome quickly realizes that raising 
silkworms is a lot tougher than they thought. And Julia never suspected 
that she&#039;d be discussing the fate of her and Patrick&#039;s 
project with Ms. Park, the author of this book! Yearling 2007-01-23

Adam Canfield of the 
Slash Michael Winerip 9781428717275

While serving as co-editors of their school newspaper, middle-schoolers 
Adam and Jennifer uncover fraud and corruption in their school and in 
the city's government. 2007-01-01

Ramona the Brave Beverly Cleary 9780380709595

Being brave is a full-time job.Ramona is happy to have a new bedroom 
all to herself&mdash;during the day, at least. It&#039;s not as easy to 
be brave when there might be ghostly, boneless gorillas oozing under 
the door at night. Then there is the big, mean dog that steals 
Ramona&#039;s shoe on her way to school. Any other first grader might 
be frightened. But it&#039;s going to take more than monsters and dogs 
to scare Ramona! Avon Camelot 2013-03-19

Inkling Kenneth Oppel 9781524772840

"Astonishing"--The New York Times Book Review A brilliantly funny, 
highly illustrated story about how a little ink splot changes a family 
forever. Perfect for those who love Hoot, Holes, or Frindle! The Rylance 
family is stuck. Dad's got writer's block. Ethan promised to illustrate a 
group project at school--even though he can't draw. Sarah's still pining 
for a puppy. And they all miss Mom. Enter Inkling. Inkling begins life in 
Mr. Rylance's sketchbook. But one night the ink of his drawings runs 
together--and then leaps off the page! This small burst of creativity is 
about to change everything. Ethan finds him first. Inkling has absorbed 
a couple chapters of his math book--not good--and the story he's 
supposed to be illustrating for school--also not good. But Inkling's also 
started drawing the pictures to go with the story--which is amazing! It's 
just the help Ethan was looking for! Inkling helps the rest of the family 
too--for Sarah he's a puppy. And for Dad he's a spark of ideas for a new 
graphic novel. It's exactly what they all want. It's not until Inkling goes 
missing that this family has to face the larger questions of what they--
and Inkling--truly need. * A New York Times Notable Book * A New York 
Public Library Best Book of the Year -- top ten selection * "A true-to-life 
family, some can't-put-it-down excitement, a few deep questions, and 
more than a little bit of magic. This book is everything, and I loved every 
page." --Rebecca Stead, Newbery Medalist for When You Reach Me

Random House 
Children's 
Books 2020-03-10

Brendan Buckley's 
Universe and Everything 
in It Sundee Frazier 9780440422068

Ten-year-old Tae Kwon Do blue belt and budding rock hound Brendan 
Buckley keeps a &quot;Confidential&quot; notebook for his top-secret 
scientific discoveries. And he&#039;s found something totally top 
secret. The grandpa he&#039;s never met, who his mom refuses to talk 
about or see, is an expert mineral collector and lives nearby! Secretly, 
Brendan visits Ed DeBose, whose skin is pink, not brown like 
Brendan&#039;s, his dad&#039;s, or that of Grampa Clem&#039;s, who 
recently died. Brendan sets out to find the reason behind Ed&#039;s 
absence, but what he discovers can&#039;t be explained by science, 
and now he wishes he&#039;d never found him at all. . . .From the 
Hardcover edition. Yearling 2008-09-09

Silver Dollar Girl Katherine Ayres
Moving Target Christina Gonzalez

Owen Foote, Soccer 
Star Stephanie Greene 9780618130559

Owen Foote knows that soccer is the greatest sport in the world. He's 
so excited about being old enough to join the town soccer league that 
he has talked his best friend, Joseph, into signing up too. But Joseph 
turns out to be terrible at soccer. That's not the only thing troubling 
Owen: the other kids on his team, the Aliens, seem to be bigger and 
older and better at soccer than he is, and at least one of them is mean. 
But Owen isn't about to give up his best friend or his favorite sport 
without a struggle. Readers will cheer for Owen as he and Joseph face 
new challenges on and off the field and come up winners.

HMH Books for 
Young Readers 2001-10-15

Saving the World: A 
Maximum Ride Novel 
(Book 3) James Patterson 9780316154277

In MAXIMUM RIDE: SAVING THE WORLD AND OTHER EXTREME 
SPORTS, the time has arrived for Max and her winged &quot;
Flock&quot; to face their ultimate enemy and discover their original 
purpose: to defeat the takeover of &quot;Re-evolution&quot;, a sinister 
experiment to re-engineer a select population into a scientifically 
superior master race...and to terminate the rest. Max, Fang, Iggy, 
Nudge, Gasman, and Angel have always worked together to defeat the 
forces working against them--but can they save the world when they are 
torn apart, living in hiding and captivity, halfway across the globe from 
one another?

Little, Brown 
and Company 2008-07-01

Dark Hills Divide (Land 
of Elyon Book 1) Patrick Carman 9780439865982

When she finds the key to a secret passageway leading out of the 
walled city of Bridewell, twelve-year-old Alexa realizes her lifelong wish 
to explore the mysterious forests and mountains that lie beyond the 
wall. Gardners Books 2005-06-17
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The Fire Within Chris D'Lacey 9780439672443

Best-selling author, Chris d&#039;Lacey, brings us a magical story 
about mysterious hand crafted clay dragons who have unusual powers.
When David moves in with Liz and Lucy, he discovers a collection of 
hand crafted, clay dragons that comes to life and has magical powers. 
David&#039;s personalized dragon, Gadzooks, can forecast the future, 
and inspires him to write a story which reveals the truth behind an 
unsolved mystery close to home. The story has an unhappy ending, and 
when David realizes the consequences of it he is angry. Then David 
finds Gadzooks crying and near death, and he discovers that these 
special dragons die when they are not loved. Soon David is forced to 
save his friend and unlock the powers of the fire within.

Scholastic 
Paperbacks 2007-03-01

The Gold-Threaded 
Dress Carolyn Marsden 9780763615697

A young girl from Thailand finds that there are many shades to being 
American in this poignant story about longing to belong.In Thailand she 
was named Oy, but here in America the teachers call her Olivia. Other 
things are not so easy to change, however. When Oy draws a self-
portrait that has brown hair and eyes round as coins, her classmate 
Frankie makes fun and calls her Chinese. And the popular girl, Liliandra, 
barely speaks to her, until she learns that Oy has something very 
special: a Thai dancing dress from her grandmother, shimmering with 
pink silk and golden threads that make her look like a princess. Will Oy 
risk shaming her family to win Liliandra&rsquo;s approval - and be part 
of the club she has envied from afar?With compassion and rare insight, 
Carolyn Marsden tells a simple tale about a young girl who searches for 
acceptance in a complex culture, while learning to treasure all that she 
is. Candlewick 2002-02-18

The Middle of 
Somewhere J.B. Cheaney 9780375837906

Veronica Sparks is hitting the road! She has practically memorized 
Seize the Way: Ten Weeks to SuperSize Your Life! and she is going to 
shake the dust of her little town off her shoes and see the world!Well, 
someday. For now she&#039;s hitting the road in an RV with her 
cantankerous grandfather at the wheel and her hyperactive little brother 
in the backseat. Ronnie&#039;s grandfather is a wind prospector, and 
they are heading across Kansas in search of a good stiff breeze. Okay, 
so it&#039;s not the trip of her dreams. But with her newly affirmatized 
attitude, Ronnie figures that travelling somewhere is better than 
travelling nowhere. That is, until her little brother manages to disappear 
into thin air. . . .On one weird, windy, wild ride across the prairie, Ronnie 
discovers that there are some things you just can&#039;t plan for or 
seize control of&mdash;but that sometimes a little chaos is just what a 
girl needs.

Knopf Books for 
Young Readers 2007-05-08

Mattimeo Brian Jacques
The Berenstain Bear 
Scouts and the Sinister 
Smoke Ring Stan Berenstain
Coffin on a Case Eve Bunting
The Great Greene Heist Varian Johnson 9780545791779
The Strange Case of Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Robert Stevenson
Owen Foote, Super Spy Stephanie Greene
Harley's Gift Beth Pollock 9780329660673

Midnight for Charlie 
Bone Children of the 
Red King Book 1 - NEW Jenny Nimmo 9780439488396

A magical fantasy that is fast-paced and easy-to-read. Charlie Bone has 
a special gift- he can hear people in photographs talking. The fabulous 
powers of the Red King were passed down through his descendants, 
after turning up quite unexpectedly, in someone who had no idea where 
they came from. This is what happened to Charlie Bone, and to some of 
the children he met behind the grim, gray walls of Bloor&#039;s 
Academy. Charlie Bone has discovered an unusual gift-he can hear 
people in photographs talking! His scheming aunts decide to send him 
to Bloor Academy, a school for genius&#039;s where he uses his gifts 
to discover the truth despite all the dangers that lie ahead. Scholastic

Secrets of My 
Hollywood Life: A Novel Jen Calonita 9780316020220

It's a glamorous life, but 16-year old Kaitlin Burke, costar of one of the 
hottest shows on TV, is exhausted from the pressures of fame. Then 
she hits on an outrageously daring solution, one that has to remain top 
secret or it will jeopardize everything she's ever worked for.

Little, Brown 
and Company 2006-07-01

The Ironwood Tree (The 
Spiderwick Chronicles, 
Book 4) Holly Black 9780689859397

First a pack of vile, smelly goblins snatch Simon. Then a band of elves 
try to entrap Jared. Why is the entire faerie world so eager to get their 
hands on Spiderwick&#039;s Guide? And will the Grace kids be left 
alone, now that the Guide has mysteriously disappeared? Don&#039;t 
count on it.  At school, someone is running around pretending to be 
Jared, and it&#039;s not Simon. To make matters even worse, now 
Mallory has disappeared and something foul in the water is killing off all 
the plants and animals for miles around. Clues point to the old 
abandoned quarry, just outside of town. Dwarves have taken over an 
abandoned mine there. And the faerie world&#039;s abuzz with the 
news that a creature with plans to rule the world has offered them a gift 
to join with him -- he&#039;s given them a queen...

Simon & 
Schuster Books 
for Young 
Readers 2004-04-06

Dear Soldier: Heartfelt 
Letters from America's 
Children Barbara Baldwin 9781591454809

&quot;Dear Soldier&quot; is a compilation of compelling letters and 
pictures straight from the heart of our kids to American soldiers. With 
more than 150,000 U.S. troops continuing to serve in Iraq, Afghanistan, 
and other countries in Operation Enduring Freedom, this collection of 
letters from across the United States written in each child&#039;s own 
hand, offers active duty soldiers and veterans - and their families - 
comfort, reassurance and a delightful dose of humor. The letters were 
originally included in care &quot;baggies&quot; that were assembled by 
volunteers the compilers organized and sent to deployed troops. A 
portion of the compilers&#039; royalties will be donated to the cause of 
disabled veterans. Integrity House 2006-05-01

Scouts Shannon Greenland 9780316704120
Jimmy 
Patterson 2020-08-18

The Middle Moffat Eleanor Estes 9780439618472

Who is Jane Moffatt, anyway? She isn't the youngest in the family, and 
she isn't the oldest-she is always just Jane. How boring! So Jane 
decides to become a figure of mystery...the mysterious "Middle Moffatt." 
But being in the middle is a lot harder than it looks. In between not 
rescuing stray dogs, and losing and finding best friends, Jane must 
secretly look after the oldest inhabitant of Cranbury, help the girls' 
basketball team win a championship, and stand up to the frightful 
mechanical wizard Wallie Bangs. Jane is so busy keeping Cranbury in 
order that she barely has time to be plain old Jane. Sometimes the 
middle is the most exciting place of all...

Scholastic 
Books Inc 2004-01-01

Meet Julie (American 
Girl (Quality)) Megan Mcdonald 9781593692575

Julie Albright doesn&#039;t want to move, even just a few miles away. 
Moving means leaving her best friend, Ivy, and her pet rabbit, Nutmeg. 
Worst of all, it means leaving Dad, now that her parents are divorced. 
Then Julie finds out that her new school has a basketball team, and life 
starts looking up--until the coach says no girls allowed. When Julie 
decides to fight for her place on the team, some of her new classmates 
tease her, and now even Ivy won&#039;t talk to her. Will Julie ever feel 
at home in her new school--and her new life? American Girl 2007-09-01
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Crossing Jordan Adrian Fogelin 9781561452811

This moving, coming-of-age story follows a young white girl who 
overcomes family prejudice and cultural differences when she befriends 
a black girl in a small working-class town.Twelve-year-old Cassie 
narrates the dramatic events that unfold when Jemmie, an African-
American girl, and her family move in next door. Despite their 
parents&#039; deeply held prejudice against each other&#039;s family-
exemplified by the fence Cassie&#039;s father builds between their two 
houses-the girls find they share more similarities than differences. 
Mutual interests in reading and running draw them together, and their 
wariness of each other disappears. But when their parents find out 
about the burgeoning friendship, each girl is forbidden to see the other. 
A family crisis and celebration provide opportunities for the families to 
reach an understanding.Author Adrian Fogelin addresses the complex 
issues of bigotry and tolerance with sensitivity and intelligence. Readers 
will find her story of how two adolescent girls, through their own 
example, teach racial tolerance to the adults in a small Florida town 
powerful and compelling.

Peachtree 
Publishers 2002-07-01

The Lost Flower 
Children Janet Lisle

Easy Reader 
Biographies: George 
Washington Justin Martin 9780439923316

Engaging 16-page books on must-know, inspiring Americans. Features 
lively text, captions, realistic illustrations, glossaries, diagrams, and 
more.  Correlate with Guided Reading Levels I and J. For use with 
Grades K&ndash;2.

Scholastic 
Teaching 
Resources 
(Teaching 2007-04-01

When Birds Get Flu and 
Cows Go Mad!: How 
Safe Are We? (24/7: 
Science Behind the 
Scenes: Medical Files) John DiConsiglio 9780531175286

Medical Files examines the science and technology behind some of the 
most fascinating medical cases and mysteries, from flesh-eating 
diseases to deadly mosquito bites, and more.

Children's 
Press(CT) 2007-09-01

Belly-Busting Worm 
Invasions!: Parasites 
That Love Your Insides! 
(24/7: Science Behind 
the Scenes: Medical 
Files) Thomasine Tilden 9780531187364

Medical Files examines the science and technology behind some of the 
most fascinating medical cases and mysteries, from flesh-eating 
diseases to deadly mosquito bites, and more.

Children's 
Press(CT) 2007-09-01

The Final Warning: A 
Maximum Ride Novel 
(Book 4) James Patterson 9780446194051

FIRST SHE WAS WATCHED.In this breathtaking new story from the 
astonishing imagination of James Patterson, a girl has to save herself 
from an army assembled just to capture her - and maybe save the 
planet while she&#039;s at it. THEN SHE WAS THREATENED. 
Maximum Ride is a perfectly normal teenager who just happens to be 
able to fly, the result of an out-of-control genetic experiment. Max and 
the other members of the flock - five kids who share her remarkable 
ability - have been asked to aid a group of environmental scientists 
studying the effects of global warming. The expedition seems like a 
perfect combination of adventure, activism - and escaping government 
forces who are watching the flock all the time. THIS IS HER FINAL 
WARNING.But even in Antarctica, enduring in the harshest weather on 
our planet, Maximum Ride is an irresistible target in constant danger. 
For whoever controls her powers could also control the world. . . . 
Maximum Ride is James Patterson&#039;s greatest character, a 
heroine who manages to be human and fearless at once. The Final 
Warning is an unrelenting new adventure from the writer Time magazine 
has called &quot;The Man Who Can&#039;t Miss.&quot;

Grand Central 
Publishing 2009-02-01

Hard Drive To Short Matt Christopher
Animorphs: The 
Encounter K.A. Applegate
The Sagebrush 
Rebellion Mary Bell
Oddballs William Sleator
Flight 29 Down: The 
Storm D.J MacHale
Mr. Beans Dayton Hyde
The Fugitive Factor Gordon Korman
Runaway Ralph Beverly Clearly
Henry Huggins Beverly Clearly

Make Like a Tree and 
Leave Paula Danziger 9780440405771

Matthew Martin has his problems as chairman of the mummy 
committee.

Random House 
Children's 
Books 1992-01-01

Battle of The Ampere Michael Vey 9781442475113
Lily's Ghosts Laura Ruby
Henry and Rigsby Beverly Cleary
There's an Owl in the 
Shower Jean George
The Cricket in Times 
Square George Selden
Freak the Mighty Rodman Philbrick
Regular Guy Sarah Weeks 9780439159654 SOFTBOUND - 120 PAGES Scholastic Inc. 2000-09-01


